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Abstract: 

Cloud services are popular all over the world to store and analyze Big Data. Now-a-days the research is full of work linked with 

the security breaches to these services, resulting in the exposure of huge amounts of private data. Security is increasingly critical 

for various scientific workflows that are big data applications and typically take great amount of time for being executed on large-

scale distributed infrastructures. This paper studies the current security threats to Cloud Services, Big Data, and Hadoop. Survey 

of big data with clouds computing security mechanisms is given, that helps to protect, secure and preserve the data stored on 

cloud. The complete review of techniques and algorithms used in security is done. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

A. “Big Data – Part of our life now” 

The emerging technology that today is on-demand is the “Big 

Data” which emphasis both in science and industry with a 

revolutionary shift from reactive to proactive technology. Big 

data is referred to as a collection of datasets having enormous 

amount of data ranging in zettabytes/yottabytes [1]. Data 

Intensive Technologies is being referred to big data and are 

becoming a new technology trend in science, industry and 

business [2, 3, 4, 5]. Big Data is becoming linked with almost 

all aspects of human activity from research point of view to 

digital services. Latest technologies such Hadoop, HDFS, 

MapReduce and network connectivity provide an interface for 

automation of all processes like collection of datasets, storage, 

processing and visualization. Big Data is the burning topic of 

research and researchers has a great urge to dig more and more 

about it and generate best possible answers to the questions 

still unknown. The difference is that the Model of 

Generation/Consuming data has change, which gave birth to 

Big Data. 

 

Conventional Model: only few sources of generating data, 

others just consuming it. 

 
Modern Model: Sources of data generation has increased, 

even each of us is generating every day and all are consuming 

that data. 

 
B.Big Data Cloud Computing 

Cloud computing [6] has succeeded to make the 

world’salready open for data storage even more insatiable. 

Amazon Web services to youtube are the most popular storage 

consuming  the public cloud-based service providers. The big 

data problem has encounteredto vigorous among the primary 

IT challenges. Technologies like, NoSQL databases and the 

Apache Hadoop distributed computing framework have 

emerged to takethe challenge of very hefty and unwieldy 

datasets. When it is about storage then everythinggets bigger, 

whether it’s a single disk, a storage structure or a cloud-based 

repository [7]. Erasure coding, an error correcting algorithm, 

plays a role across this range of ever-growing storage 

platforms. Bob Monahan, said that vendors generallyuse 

erasure coding to enhancement the resiliency and performance 

of their Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) storage 

systems.The use of erasure coding as an alternative to data 

duplication that is fascinating new interest in this storage 

mechanism. In many traditional cases, redundancy is achieved 

by replicating data from the primary storage media to target 

assortments at the data center or even  an off-site location.  

Cloud computing provides enormous computing resources on 

demand. It has become significant due to the progression of 

"big data": the large, complex,bulky datasets are now being 

generated in all fields, from healthcare to e-commerce[8] 

Distributed systems also function as data stores likeNoSQL 

databases, e.g. Cassandra or HBase, or file systems like 

Hadoop’s HDFS. Alternatives like Storm provide coordinated 

stream data processes in near real-time through a cluster of 

machines with complex workflows. Cloud Architectures  

 

Threecloud architecture models have been introduced [9] : 

1) Private cloud 

2) Public cloud 

3) hybrid cloud.  

 

 
Figure.1. Big Data and clouds [9] 
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Demchenko, Laat and Membrey proposed the Big data 

Architecture Framework (BDAF) such that it supposed the 

extended defintions of big data and the main components of 

Big Data Eco System (BDE) [3]. 

 

Tabe.1.The five compoments of this proposed BDAF: 

Compoments  Description 

Data formats, 

Types,Structures 

 

Data formats,Non-relational, file 

systems, etc 

Big Data 

Management 

Big data lifecycle, archiving 

transformation/sagging and 

curation. 

Big Data Analytics 

and Tools 

Target use, big data applications, 

presentations visualisation 

Big Data 

Infrastructure 

High Performance Computing, 

Storage, Network, Big data 

operational Support 

Big Data Security Trust processing environments 

The work proposed by the authors could be extended by 

defining Security Framework of Big Data that would allow 

secure mechanism for processing, storage and transfer of big 

data. 

 

C. Big Data Issues 

Big data encounters a lot of issues namely the management 

issues, storing issues [10] , processing issues and the most 

important the security issues[11]. Each and every issue 

occurred has its own mission of surviving in big data and 

mainly aiming on security issues. 

 

i)  Management Issues 

Stating about the data forms, the big data is the collection        

of  Structured, Semi structured and unstructured data which 

comes from different sources like private sectors, social media, 

government sector and healthcare sector. Here arises the need 

of managing data [12] which is huge. The main objective         

of  big data management is ensure the data quality,      

integrity, standardization, responsibility, availability and 

documentation of  ensuring a high data quality, data 

ownership, responsibilities, standardization, documentation 

and accessibility of the dataset. According to Gartner [13]” Big 

data” Challenge Involves More than Just Managing Volumes 

of Data mentioned in his Article. 

 

ii)  Storage Issues 

By using Virtualization [14] the storage is achieved in big 

data.The issues heading in the all fields is because of the 

exponential growth of the data and disruptive storage 

upgrades. The other issue is faced is less utilization of the 

existing assests. The reusing of the existing resources lack in 

the industry which increases the data content and creates the 

storage issue. The issues like hard costing the storage devices 

which increases the environmnetal cost and degrades the 

storage. 

 

iii)  Processing Issue 

Big data is referred to as a collection of datasets having 

enormous amount of data ranging in zettabytes/ yottabytes [1]. 

As the amount generated every day is extremely huge so is to 

process this data. Special processing mechanisms are required 

to ensure the effective results. Batch processing or stream 

processing is used. 

 

iv) Security Issues 

Even though the cloud is said to be flexible and cost-effective, 

still a lack of data safeguards and amenability standards makes 

security the biggest hurdle to hike. 

 

 
Figure.2. Data Security Challenges [15]. 

 

To protect the data from out side attacks is the most in cloud 

computing. By providing authentication, access control and 

authorizationto the data store one can ensure the security in 

cloud computing [15]. 

 

Table.2.The areas of security are: 

Security issue Description 

Confidentiality Protect from the 

attacks  

Integrity  Person data like 

passwords should not 

be stored to maintain 

the integrity. 

Availability Depends upon the 

agreement between the 

client and the vendor 

 

II. TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES OF BIG DATA 

The features of big data explain that it is mandatory to have a 

system that is efficient for storing, capturing and processing of 

such a huge data [16]. 

 

 The amount of data is huge so require a system with great 

storage capacity with reduced time efficiency. 

 Major confront faced by the techniques for processing and 

analyzing of big data. 

 Fault tolerance should be there. 

Apache project Hadoop supports storage and processing of 

enormous datasets across multiple systems [17].  

 

Hadoop: Apache Software Foundation introduced an open 

source project named Hadoop whose origin came from Google 

File System (GFS). 
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The main components of Hadoop are: Hadoop Distributed 

File System and MapReduce. 

 

Tabele.3.The HDFS security Approaches used are [8]: 

Approaches  Description 

Kerberos mechanism Network connection in 

HDFS (Client and Name 

Node) 

Bull Eye Algorithm Hadoop base layer 

NameeNode Approach Enhance to block Many 

clusters and data centers  

 

 
Figure.2. Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) 

Clusters[15] 

 

Programming paradigm (MapReduce): Components of 

MapReduce 

 

i. Name Node-  manages metadata of HDFS 

ii. Data Node- stores blocks of HDFS and replicates the 

data (default replication level is 3) 

iii. Job Tracker- schedules, allocates and monitors job 

execution on slaves (Task tracker) 

iv. Task Tracker- accepts the tasks from MapReduce, 

Shuffles the operations to give the output 

 

 
Figure.3. MapReduce Architecture and Working [16] 

 

III. SECURITY ISSUES IN HDFS 

 

The HDFS is the base layer of Hadoop Architecture contains 

different classifications of data and it is more sensitive to 

security issues. It has no appropriate role based access for 

controlling security problems [8].Also the risk of data 

access,theft,and unwanted disclosure takes place when 

embedded a data in single Hadoop environment.Thereplicated 

data is also not secure which needs more security for 

protecting from breaches and vulnerabilities. Mostly 

Government Sector and Organisations never using Hadoop 

environment for storing valuable data because of less security 

concerns inside a Hadoop Technology. They are providing 

security in outside of Hadoop Environment like firewall and 

Intrusion Detection System. Some authors represented that the 

HDFS inHadoop environment is prevented with security for 

avoiding the theft, vulnerabilities only by encrypting the 

blocklevels and individual file system in Hadoop Environment. 

Even though other authors encrypted the block and nodesusing 

encryption technique but no perfect algorithm is mentioned to 

maintain the security in Hadoop Environment. 

 

IV. BIG DATA SECURITY AND PRIVACY ISSUES IN 

HEALTHCARE 

 

Patil and Seshadri have focused the work on big data 

healthcare security and privacy [18]. The shift from reactive to 

proactive paradigm in healthcare had made an alarming sign to 

protect the data of healthcare. The patient’s identity, diagnosis 

reports etc. should be kept secure. An example of a teenage 

girl is mentioned which some how important is to hide the 

identity of the patient. Forbes Magazine reported that Target 

Corporation sent baby coupons to a teenage girl, the parents 

ignorant of the fact of their daughter. This created the feel of 

security in the health field to maintain the personal space of the 

patient. 

 

Table.4.personal space of the patient 

Factors  Security Solutions offered 

Data governance Regulating and managing 

healthcare data by the 

representation of data 

according to industry 

standards e.g ICD, CPT 

Real-time analytics Security analytics to be in the 

core of any design for the 

cloud Based (SaaS) solutions 

hosting protected health 

information (PHI) 

Privacy- preserving 

analytics 

As healthcare analytics gain 

profit is necessary to draft new 

laws to protect data e.g the 

identity of the person etc 

should be a secret 

Vargheese has introduced the Critical IT systems for 

Healthcare which is classified into four levels [19]. The focus 

of research was on the cyber threats which are controlled by 

the Cisco Security Intelligence Operations (SIO) [20]. This 

view into the global traffic activity for 24 hours to analyze 

difficulties, uncover the new threats. 

 

Table.5.uncover the new threats. 

Level Example 

Human support Systems Insulin pump system, 

pacemaker 

Vitals Collections/ 

Monitoring systems 

Electro Cardiogram (ECG), 

pulse oximetry 

Information systems EMR, PACS (picture 

archiving and communication 

systems) 

Facilities and support 

systems 

Communication systems, 

room systems 

( hospital beds etc) 
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V. REVIEW OF THE SECURITY APPROACHES 

USED 

 

Table.6.Security Approaches Used 

AUTHOR SECURITY 

APPROACH 

B. Saraladevi[] Kerberos Mechanism 

 Bull Eye Algorithm 

Approach 

 Namenode Approach 

Victor Chang Cloud Computing 

Adoption Framework 

(CCAF) 

Zhongjin Li SCAS algorithm (security 

and cost aware scheduling) 

JiaqiZhao Public key cryptography 

and SSLprotocol in G-

Hadoop 

MehdiSookhak Dynamic remote data 

auditing (RDA) 

Ke Han Ciphertext Policy 

Attribute-Based 

Encryption (CP-ABE) 

Vijey Thayananthan quantum cryptography and 

PairHand 

protocols 

M. Fazio Hybrid techniques used 

with Document and object 

oriented storage system 

LiMa SWOT analysis method 

Hongye Zhong White-box Application 

Assessment (WBAA), 

Black-box Application 

Assessment (BBAA), and 

Mobile Environment 

Forensics 

(MEF) & Android 

Applciation Assessment 

Framework (AAAF) 

Ather Sharif EnCoRe system used on 

existing security 

architecture Verizon  

and Twilio 

Feng Ye Identity-based 

signcryption (IBSC) 

security scheme 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

Big Data and cloud computing are on the verge to propagate as 

the sources of data generation and consumption both are at the 

same rate in all leading industries like Social Media (Face 

book, Twitter), business Industry (share market), marketplace, 

Healthcare. The challenging issue with the data is to secure 

this generated data so it becomes highly essential to develop 

best techniques, algorithms to severe our purpose. The 

proposing new techniques for security are now on top priority 

for many researchers who are working to develop a secure 

environment to handle the large datasets. Different methods 

used by different researchers have been discussed in this paper 

to get better view about the mechanism of treating the security 

on cloud. 
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